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I. Substrate Preparation 

Cleaning of the glass substrate is essential to the production of a 

uniform, strongly diffracting grating. It should be done with a liquid 

detergent; 
1 a microfiltered optical cleaning agent is preferable, but a .' 

household detergent like Joy will do for initial experimenting. Use one I . . 
pint of warm water with the detergent and scrub the blank gently with a 

sterile cotton ball, while it is immersed in the solution. Flush copiously 

with water followed by alcohol. To dry, hold the blank vertically and let 

it drain, then use a microduster to dry it completely. 

If the substrate isntt clean youtU notice it during the spinning 

stage, when the photo resist will streak due to the dust remaining on the 

blank. 

Recycling 

If recycling is necessary, remove resist using a moderately str:ong (1 

tablespoon of solid NaOH to 1 pint of water) solution of Sodium Hydroxide. 

Use solvent proof gloves, and follow the same procedure as described above 

for cleaning to gently remove the resist. Flush for a few minutes with 

water and then clean and dryas before. 

The longer a finished grating is baked the harder the resist is to 

remove. Therefore, in experimenting with gr:ating, parameters, I recommend 

baking for no longer than thirty minutes, at no higher a temperature than 

90-95 0 celsius. 

Priming 

primer
2 

causes stronger adhesion of the photoresist material to the 

substrate. To apply it use a holder for the glass blank, such as a clamp 

and ring stand, and uncap the bottle of primer about an inch below the 
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surface to be primed. Do this in a fume hood, both for safety and for a 

steady flow of primer. Let it sit like that for 10 minutes. Obviously, one 

bottle of primer lasts a long time. 

II. Spinning and Prebaking 

There are a number of intricacies to the spinning of photoresist which 

you will undoubtedly master with practice. Of these, perhaps the mos t 

important is simply properly centering the primed blank on the spinner. 

Right now this must be done by eye, and is especially important at high spin 

speeds, since the blank will fly off the spinner with great velocity if its 

improperly centered, as some who have used it can testify. Later, there 

should be a device which automatically centers the blank on the spinner. 

Once the blank is centered (primed face up) set spin speed and the 

timer, and turn on the vacuum pump. The range of spin speeds is from 2000 

to 5000 rpm's, and the timing range is from 20 to 40 seconds. Thickness is 

on the order of 0.6 microns at 4000 RPKs. 

Pour a quarter sized droplet of photo resist3 onto the center of the 

blank, wait one second and press the foot switch. At this point the vacuum 

will engage and the resist will spread out uniformly over the grating 

surface. Turn off the vacuum after the cycle is completed, and remove the 

blank. All of this procedure should be done under a yellow safe1ight (or 

red), to which photoresist is almost completely insensitive. 

Prebake 

Place the coated blank in a 95° ±2° Celsius oven and bake for 30 

minutes. This step is to prevent variations in the thickness of the resist 

layer. 
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III. Exposure 

Given the weakness of our source, 19 row He-Cd, we must introduce yet 

another variable into our manufacturing process, namely a pre-exposure in 

white light. This saves time in the laser exposure, which contributes to 

the integrity of the sinusoidal shape of the groove profile. 

Pre-exposure should be done for between 5 and 10 minutes; the room 

lights in the dark~oom are sufficiently intense for this prupose. 

During the actual exposure secondary reflections from the back surface 

of the substrate must be suppressed to avoid their effects on the groove 

profile. To this end, there are two or three solutions. 

1. During pre-exposure, use an index matching liquid4 and place a block 

2. 

5 of orange absorber against the back surface of the blank with this 

liquid in between. This will absorb the incident blue light and 

prevent it from reinterfering within the Photo Resist. 

6 Paint the back of the blank with black lacquer to achieve the same 

effect: this is a messy and odiferous process, which makes recycling 

more difficult, so I recommend it only if nothing else is available. 

3. Simply use an orange absorber (for example) as a substrate. Thi.s is 

the more elegant and easy solution, the only difficulty being the 

procurement of filter glass of suitable optical quality, say ~/l0 or 

)..120 flatness. T~BL t s optical shop claims it can po lish annealed 

filter glass to this tolerance if it is thick enough. This is worth 

investigating. 
), 

Once one of these steps is taken most reflections seen in exposure 

should be from the air photoresist surface, which wontt affect the 

modulation. If mo["e than one reflection is seen, check the indices of 

ref["action of the glass, liquid and abso["be[". 

.' 
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Aftet" this, cat"efully place the blank with absot"bet" into the holdet". 

wait fot" vibt"ations to settle (the Newpot"t electt"onic shuttet" has an eight 

second delay which suffices), and expose. Exposut"e times as mentioned above 

must be vat"ied accot"ding to the desit"ed modulation depth. With the He-Cd 

laset", -10 minute exposut"es pt"oduced sevet"al highly efficient gt"atings. 

IV. Development 

Spin developing at low spin speeds gives the most unifot"m development. 

Use a slow funnel and a t"ingstand. stat"t the blank spinning at 500 t"Pm's 

1 (aftet" having t"emoved the absot"bet" and liquid) pout" developet" into the 

funnel, and allow it to dt"ain onto the centet" of the blank and be spun off. 

A weak solution, 4 to 1 ot" 5 to 1, is best to avoid bottoming out of the 

t"esist. 

dotted line - desit"ed sinusoid 

smooth line = ovet"developed pt"oftle 

About 250-400 milli.lite["s of developing solution should be used. Pou[" an 

equal amount of deionized watet", tht"ough the funnel to ["emove the solution. 

The blank should be spinning tht"oughout the entit"e pt"ocess. 

To hat"den the completed pt"ofile, bake the substt"ate fot" 30 minutes at 

This also t"emoves watet" and solvents. 

V. Cbat"actet"ization of gt"ating using absolute efficiency measut"ements 

Thet"e at"e 4 pat"ametet"s, which contt"ibute to the depth modulation of the 

gt"ating and hence to its efficiency. These at"e spin speed, pt"e exposut"e, 

exposut"e, and development. 
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To determine the optimum conditions we must measure the depth 

modulation as" a function of each parameter. With the equipment we have on ' 

hand we can't easily measure this directly. Instead we can employ the 

approximation of scalar diffraction efficiency,' by using the fact that the 

ratio of absolute efficiency to reflectance h is equal to the first 
RA 

order Bessel function (Jl(~» squared. This in turn is a function of ~ 

where ~ is dependent only on u, p, A and h, where u, p are the 

grating eq. angles, A = wavelength, and h is the height from peak to 

valley of the sinusoidal profile. 
~ ! ' 

2'11'h 
~= T(eosu +,cosP) 

So the technique is to vary one parameter at a time, to measure the 

efficiency (amount of light in the first o~der,) and to derive 

~ the expected height by working backwards from'the value of (Jl(2» in a 

table to the argument of this function, ~. 

The grating should be made reflective ,to facilitate this experimenta-

tion. The sput tering apparatus or the evaporato[- in Dr. Henke's lab can be 

used to coat the grating. 500 Angstroms of aluminum makes the grating about 

90'1. reflective. and isa thin enough layer to present washout of the 

sinusoid. 

Because these are phase sinusoidal gratings, light is transmitted into 

all orders with efficiency given by the square of the Bessel function of 

that order, as above. The theoret ical maximum is 33.9'1. in the first order 

(some orders may be suppressed, if they correspond to imaginary angles in 

the grating equation.) 

Note on grating uniformity. The 'laser's transverse intensity. 

profile is gaussian so there is a drop off in the depth of the" groove 

h • 
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modulation and hence of the diffraction efficiency across the grating. One 

way to circumvent this difficulty is to make a smaller grating say, one inch 

diameter. A better way is to use an optical component which corrects for 

the gaussian, making -the intensity profile flat. This is done at the 

expense of overall intensity, so ideally we would need a stronger laser. 
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1. Crest Ultra Sonics, Scotch Road/Mercer City Airport 
P.O. Box 7266 

2. 

3. 

Trenton, N.J. 08628 
(609)883-4000 

Shipley HMOS Microposit Primer Shipley Co., 3080 Raymond Street, Santa 
Clara, CA. 95054 (408) 496-0522 

Shipley Photoresist, S-17 

4. Cargille Laboratories, index matching liquids 
55 Commerce Road 
Cedar Grove, N.J. 07009 
(201) 239-6633 

5. Schott Glass, OG-530 
·400 York Ave., Duryea, Penn.98642 

(717) 457-7485 

6. LBL supplies 

7. Shipley Microposit 351 Developer 
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